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serious nature of the whistleblowers’ allegations, and the VA’s unsatisfactory support for its 
investigative findings, I determined that the VA’s report did not appear reasonable. 

 
II. VA’s Second Supplemental Report  

 
In April 2018, the whistleblowers alleged to facility leadership that portions of liver 

biopsy samples intended solely for clinical diagnostic use were taken for research purposes 
from study participants. VASDHS leadership convened an Institutional Review Board (IRB) 
and initiated an internal investigation that did not substantiate these allegations. However, the 
IRB did determine that extra biopsy samples were taken from nine participants specifically 
for research purposes, in serious violation of the research protocol, which permitted only the 
use of excess diagnostic tissue. The IRB further determined that research staff did not obtain 
informed consent for these second biopsies, which could be associated with an increased risk 
of bleeding or other complications. 

 
  In response to OSC’s continuing concerns and the VASDHS IRB’s findings, the VA 

conducted a de novo review (2019 review) of the research protocol, which confirmed the 
IRB’s findings. According to the second supplemental report, the relevant research and 
medical record documentation were significantly incomplete and inconsistent, hampering 
investigators’ ability to identify the full universe of participants who underwent biopsies as 
part of the research study. Nevertheless, the VA confirmed the IRB’s finding that Dr.  and 
other research staff collected non-archival liver tissue from study participants, above and 
beyond what was needed for diagnosis.  

 
The 2019 review also confirmed the IRB’s finding that research staff failed to obtain 

informed consent from participants for non-diagnostic biopsies. In addition, the VA found 
that obtaining additional tissue in this manner was associated with increased risk of bleeding 
and pain for participants, who were not properly notified of these risks. According to the 
report, these failures violated then-existing federal regulations and agency policy.2 The report 
also notes that in one case researchers performed a biopsy on a participant, before obtaining 
informed consent.  
 

The VA reiterated its finding that transjugular biopsies can represent the standard of 
care for the relevant patient population. The report noted, however, that investigators 
identified seven cases in which Dr.  overruled colleagues who did not recommend 
transjugular biopsies, and stated that those cases were sent out for external peer review. The 
VA further reaffirmed its determination that archival tissue did not have to be obtained prior 
to approval of the research protocol. The report stated that local staff used the term “archival” 
colloquially to refer to excess tissue no longer needed for clinical purposes, and that this 
meaning was in line with the language in the research protocol.  

 

 
238 CFR 16.116(a); VHA Handbook 1200.05, Elements of Informed Consent Required by the Common Rule 
(May 2, 2012).  
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whistleblowers outlined several egregious flaws in the initial research protocol that raise 
serious questions about the integrity of the review that led to its approval. The 
whistleblowers also provided extensive information to support their assertion that patients 
were, in fact, harmed by their participation in this study.  

 
Based upon the foregoing, I am again compelled to conclude that the findings in the 

VA’s reports do not appear reasonable. I continue to be concerned about the quality of care 
provided to veterans at VASDHS, especially those who participated in the research protocol, 
and still question whether the IRB’s review and approval of the protocol was conducted in a 
forthright and objective manner. I encourage the VA to consider additional critical review of 
the actions of the principal investigators during the lifecycle of the study and to reconsider its 
stance on the appropriate standard of care for the patients involved and future VASDHS 
patients. 
 

As required by 5 U.S.C. § 1213(e)(3), I have sent a copy of this letter, the agency’s 
reports, and the whistleblowers’ comments to the Chairs and Ranking Members of the Senate 
and House Committees on Veterans’ Affairs. I have also filed redacted copies of these 
documents and the redacted § 1213(c) referral letter in our public file, which is available at 
www.osc.gov. This matter is now closed. 

 
Respectfully, 

     
Henry J. Kerner 
Special Counsel 

 
Enclosure 
 
 
 




